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Reviewer's report:

This is a simple questionnaires survey on medical students from seven medical university in Turkey.

I do not have any critical comment except points which merit minor essential revision.

1) Abstract - conclusion - "...knowledge about the methods less frequently has been increasing with the increasing grade." - the statement is incomplete, may be the word 'use' should be inserted after 'less frequently'.

2) Method: please provide a reference or link to the Turkish CAM portal.

3) Table 4: suggest use 1st year or year one instead of first class (same for 5th & 6th).

4) The reference list needs to be revised to conform to the journal's requirement. e.g. ref 7 - missing title of the article, some references with issue number & some without, ref 15 - students' instead of students2.

Level of interest: An article of limited interest

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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